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How we think about regulation  

as a synonym for law 

• administrative law and processes

• delegated legislation

• rule-making

• review mechanisms to hold regulators accountable, including judicial 
review
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How we think about regulation  (2)

as constraint on market / barrier to market entry 

• OECD focus on trade and investment

• World Bank Doing Business (June 2016)

• Australia 15/190

• Philippines 99/190

• ASEAN Economic Community

• ‘deregulation’ discourse 
• transaction costs v social costs, distributive effects
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How we think about regulation  (3)

As a penalty or enforcement mechanism 

• e.g. World Justice Project
• Rule of Law Index 2016

• Philippines 70/113  (⌵9)

• Australia 11/113 (⌵1)
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Classical concerns about regulation

• Regulatory coherence (e.g. Llanto, 2016)
• Are regulations across different sectors compatible?

• Regulatory management system (RMS)

• Agency charged with routine review and reform

• Efficient regulation
• Red-tape cutting and ‘guillotine’

• Cost-benefit analysis

• Regulatory impact analysis (RIA)

• Reduce unanticipated consequences

• Enforcement capacity
• Capable bureaucracies and independent agencies
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‘
Next-generation regulation 

as ways of ‘shaping the course of events’

e.g. Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein (2009) Nudge: Improving 
Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness

• no necessary or substantial connection to law

• includes norms, social ordering, design and architecture

• harnesses behavioural economics
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Australian contribution

• ‘responsive regulation’
• Ayres and Braithwaite, (1992) 

• ‘Law enforcers can be responsive to how effectively citizens or 
corporations are regulating themselves before deciding 
whether to escalate intervention’

• ‘law enforcers’ = not only the state, but civil society: shared regulatory 
responsibility

• Normative values at the core
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Regulatory Pyramid

Incapacitation 
(Incompetent or 

Intentional Actor)

Deterrence

(Rational Actor)

Restorative Justice

(Virtuous actor)
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Pyramid Regulation
• less costly, less coercive, more respectful options 

come first

• more legitimate 
• citizens can argue about injustice

• procedurally fair 
• coercion comes after dialogue

• more likely to lead to compliance

• avoids ‘system overload’
• reduces exploitation by rational actors
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Abject regulatory failures

Income Management for Indigenous Australians ‘War on Drugs’ through EJK
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Networked regulation

• Where state regulators lack capacity, other actors can be enrolled to 
help
• Other states

• NGOs

• Certification organisations

• Corporate players, including competitors

• Trade unions

• Faith-based organizations

• Citizens and the middle-class
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PROGRESS OF GOAL 16 IN 2017

• homicide rate… people in some countries [in] Asia face 
increased risk of intentional murder

• opaque, burdensome and inefficient regulations and 
procedures nurture opportunities for corrupt officials

• independent national human rights institutions [ensure] that 
States deliver on their human rights obligations 
• 37 per cent of countries have a national human rights institution 

compliant with internationally agreed standards (the Paris Principles)

Source: Report of the Secretary-General, "Progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals", E/2017/66
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http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=E/2017/66&Lang=E

